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Corey Seeman is the Assistant Dean for Library Systems at the University of Toledo. 
Corey also was a trainer for Innovative Interfaces. He has run fiscal close on a live 
machine only once but he lived to tell about it. 
 
Corey started out with general rules to follow before beginning fiscal close on your 
system. Kick everyone off the system! Do not do any work in the acquisitions module. 
The fiscal close will not take very long. Fill the printer with lots of paper. Each 
Accounting Unit needs to be done separately. Have the Users Manual sections or pages 
available to you. Please make sure that there is no experimentation with firewalls or 
planned power outages on campus that day. 
 
There are three basic methods used for Fiscal Close: 
 
Method one (Release 2001User Manual page #102938) is the easiest and most common 
method to use when the library keeps only one set of funds. 

a. Post all payfiles – post in Millennium if using payfiles 5-10 
b. Print the final Fund Activity Report – For the final report say yes to print all 

funds even those that have had no transactions. 
c. Clear the payment history file – If the funds are out of balance call the 

helpdesk to let them know that you are closing your books. 
d. Print the final financial reports and any other statistics for the year. – Create a 

list of reports that you want to run. Print all fund reports from the previous 
year. This information will be lost during fiscal close. 

e. Copy the current fund balances to the Old fund balance. – This is the scary 
part. This year’s money will become last year’s money while obliterating last 
year’s information. There should be a paper trail for last year’s money. 

f. Zero the fund balance – This is where the appropriations and expenditures are 
zeroed out. Encumbrances can be carried over to the next year’s funds. If your 
library has endowment funds but not a lot, Corey suggested making a paper 
note of the current endowment fund, zeroing out the fund, and then 
reappropriating the money for next fiscal year. 

g. If you want to specify certain funds to maintain their balances answer yes to 
the question “Do this only for certain specific funds? y/n “ The questions that 
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are asked during the zeroing of funds will need to be answered for every fund. 
This can be cumbersome if there are a lot of funds. 

h. Fiscal close is finished at this point unless the new funds have their budget 
assigned to them. If so, use Adjust fund balance to appropriate the money for 
the funds. Post the funds. Then, fiscal close is done. 

 
Method two (Users Manual Page #102939) is used when a library keeps current and 
previous years of funds. This method is useful if the governing body allows the library to 
expend all monies after the close of the current fiscal year. 
 
Method three (Users Manual Page #102940) is used when the library maintains entirely 
new sets of funds for each Fiscal Year. 
 
The dynamic with the last two methods is that the library has multiple structures of funds. 
The same reports cannot be used as in Method one. The libraries must create reports as 
the process is run. 
 
Due to the amount of questions, Corey was unable to get to explaining Methods two and 
three in depth. 
 
Questions: 
 
1.  Can we make any change to orders during fiscal close? 

Corey: If the changes are non-financial in nature such as receiving in Rapid 
Update, you can. But, it is better to be safe than sorry. You can wait to make 
changes to order records. 

 
2.  About appropriations. 

Corey: Can expend without appropriating money to funds. Innopac “spends 
money like Congress”.  The system has the ability to generate an order and pay 
for it without any appropriations. Some libraries will appropriate one fund, for 
example, Humanities, but spend from History, Sociology, etc. Through fund 
reports the library can compare how much was spent in relation to what was 
appropriated. 

 
3. At our institution the library will post an invoice in one fiscal year but 

administration may pay it out of the next fiscal year or the past year after fiscal 
close. Our library may find out in early August what Fiscal Year was used for 
orders invoiced in June. 
Corey: Fiscal close can be run at a later time but this might affect invoicing and 
receiving. You could manually Adjust Fund Balances by doing a lump sum 
expenditure from the now new Fiscal Year. There was discussion on whether or 
not a library could adjust the Old Balances. Would have to do a paper adjustment 
to your last Fiscal Year’s records. 
 



Is this library better off waiting until August to receive and invoice? No because 
order and vendor statistics would be incorrect. This is a good question for the list. 
 
In a later response to this report Corey had additional information to add about 
this question: 
 
“There is a function to ALTER FIGURES IN OLD BALANCE 
FILES (in Maintenance of Financial files).  See Users Manual Page 
#102950.  I was going to write this up for my follow up handout.  In a nutshell, 
you can change any of the final figures in the OLD balance file on a fund-by-fund 
basis and then the old balance file reports will update automatically.  This is a 
way to handle the problem of things getting paid in September out of last year’s 
money.  I think I was to write up a step by step procedure to get that done.”   

 
4. This question was about using Method 1 for fiscal close when the library usually 

uses Method 2.  
Corey: Method 2 uses the same steps as Method 1 except there is the added step 
known as Transfer orders from one fund to another (Manual page #102947). If 
Method 1 is used the new funds will have to be manually adjusted. Then make 
sure that the fund reports are correct. 

 
5. Does using Method 2 transfer all existing orders over to the new funds? 

Corey: No, it should only look for those orders that have status ‘o’ or ‘c’. It will 
not look at orders that have been paid.  

 There was a long discussion on whether or not this works this way. One 
institution indicated that all existing orders, paid and unpaid, had the new fund in 
the fund field. Perhaps the question about transferring all orders had been 
answered incorrectly. 

 
6. Using Method 2 when you transfer orders from one fund to another do you need 

matching funds? 
Corey: No the funds do not have to be parallel funds, they do not have to match. If 
using Method 3 where you keep exact books from year to year then you need 
parallel funds. 
  
There began a discussion on the use of external fund codes to help with this 
library’s particular situation. 

 
7. Is there another way of keeping the information other than a paper trail? Is there 

Excel or other? 
Corey: Only two years of fiscal information is on the system. Can save the 
information to a FTS file. Then burn it to a CD or save to a floppy. 
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